
Transform your 
business with AGC's 
mixed reality solutions

AGC is your ideal partner 
to make your vision of 
innovation a reality

Request a consultation with an expert today

Enhance training and standardize processes across your business

(Remote Assist)
Collaborate from everywhere with XR 

devices and Dynamics 365 Remote 

Assist training

(Holographic Procedures) 
and get on-the-job guidance with 

new AR content, including 3D animat-

ed holograms and learning manage-

ment system (LMS)

(Innovative Partner) 
and integrate the latest IoT 

interfaces, AI-based image 

recognition, and custom XR

apps into your environment.

Deploy devices in record time 
with Dynamics 365 Remote Assist train-
ing, enhancing development capabilities 
and reducing travel costs

Access comprehensive and 
trusted practical training programs

Get hands-on training that will 
set your team up for success

Validate your internal knowledge 
with our training certi�cations

Scale up and standardize 
training with custom Dynamics 365 
guides in addition to 
Remote Assist

O�er trainees an in-depth understanding 
of complex systems with 3D animations, 
including x-ray vision e�ects, dynamic 
procedures with branching and interactive 
responses

Validate information for your 
XR team with our built-in LMS

Use guides on tablet devices with AGC's 
app to deliver better, scalable and consis-
tent training with live reporting

Select the best XR devices and 
hardware for your speci�c needs

Choose your path: 

Navigate the complex world of XR 
con�dently by choosing a device 
that will withstand the test of time

Never lose your devices with AGC's 
LTE and GPS tracking systems

Ensure device longevity with our durable, 
customizable Holocase

Comply to your Health and Safety 
regulations with our hardware and 
methods that put employee at the center

Achieve autonomy with superior training 
and deployment - we'll train you to become 
an autonomous XR expert

Develop XR expertise with unique, 
personalized courses

Bene�t from �exible remote 
or on-site training options 

Fast-track your XR team's success 
with a robust training process

Integrate AGC's XR solution 
into your IT strategy and roadmap

Manage, update and con�gure 
all your devices remotely with 
Microsoft End point manager

Bene�t from Microsoft’s fully 
integrated security and identity man-

agement

Facilitate quick and easy 
user adoption with rigorous

testing and training

Call 819-370-2875 or visit www.augergroupe.com

Take innovation to the next 
level with the latest XR and 
IoT best practices and 
developments

Visualize equipment live feed 
parameters to help identify and 
rectify problems in an instant 

Develop process deviation alerts 
to notify you of discrepancies in your produc-
tion cycles

Validate users' actions and suggest correc-
tions in real time using AI-based image 
recognition

Create custom XR-powered apps to further 
enhance your existing processes 

Remote Assist 
Package 

Holographic 
Procedures Package 

Innovative 
Partner Package


